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Abstract. Our paper considers parameterized families of saddle-point systems arising in the finite element
solution of PDEs. Such saddle point systems are ubiquitous in science and engineering. Our motivation is to
explain how these saddle-point systems can be modified to avoid onerous stability conditions and to obtain linear
systems that are amenable to iterative methods of solution. In particular, the algebraic and variational perspectives
of regularization and stabilization are explained.
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1. Introduction. Saddle-point equations arise when a constrained optimization problem is solved by Lagrange multipliers. For example, in many physical models, admissible
states can be characterized as constrained minimizers of a quadratic energy functional [34].
A computational science example are the FETI domain decomposition methods (see [38] for
an overview) used in computational mechanics. There, Lagrange multipliers are used to connect solutions among the subdomains. A related example is non-conforming finite element
methods [12] where Lagrange multipliers are applied to enforce inter-element continuity of
the finite element solution. Lagrange multipliers can also be used to enforce Dirichlet boundary conditions [3] giving another instance of a saddle-point problem. An important example
that also leads to saddle-point problems is constrained interpolation that is required in discretized multicomponent systems on different grids. To enable communication between the
components, fields must be converted from one representation to another without spurious
effects [14] such as artificial energy or mass dissipation or accumulation.
In this paper, we consider saddle-point systems of equations resulting from the approximate numerical solution of PDEs by mixed finite elements. Many important PDEs, such
as the incompressible Stokes and Darcy flow problems, can be derived from an optimality system (Euler-Lagrange equations) associated with a constrained minimization problem.
Their finite element discretization leads to mixed Galerkin methods and a family of algebraic saddle-point problems, parameterized by some measure  of the grid size. This is in
contrast to discrete optimization, where the problem size remains fixed. This poses some
significant challenges in both formulation and solution of such saddle-point problems. Most
notably, the operators in this family must be invertible stably and uniformly in  . For PDEs
related to constrained minimization, this cannot be accomplished by merely choosing conforming finite element spaces, spaces that are finite dimensional subspaces of the respective
continuum spaces. In addition to conformity, these spaces must satisfy the onerous inf-sup
or LBB condition [9, 12]. Among other things, this condition precludes the use of equal
order finite element spaces defined with respect to the same partition of the computational
domain in finite elements. Besides the programming inconvenience, using different spaces
for the different variables requires more complicated data structures. Moreover, the resulting
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saddle-point problems have symmetric indefinite matrices. These systems typically have a 2
by 2 block structure with the (2,2) block being identically zero. This makes their numerical
solution by preconditioned iterative methods challenging. The reader is referred to [5, 17]
for further information and references on preconditioned iterative methods for saddle point
systems.
For these and other reasons, two alternative finite element formulations for PDEs related
to constrained optimization have been pursued ever since the inception of mixed Galerkin
methods. The first, stabilization circumvents the onerous stability conditions inherent in
mixed methods. The second, regularization1, does not circumvent stability conditions, but
renders the solution of the saddle point system with preconditioned iterative methods less
difficult. At the discrete level these two fundamentally different approaches may appear indistinguishable. One of our goals will be to expound the distinctions between the two approaches and how they are propagated to the algebraic level. For this purpose we will always
treat modifications as occurring at the variational level even though in many cases they can
be introduced directly into the algebraic problem. This will also help to clarify the subtleties
that arise with an algebraic view of the discrete problem that does not account for their origin.
Our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a discussion of abstract variational
problems that leads to saddle point systems. The abstract problem is placed into context with
two examples in Section 3. The abstract algebraic problem is the subject of 4. We then modify
the constrained minimization problem in sections 6–7 with regularization and stabilization,
respectively. Section 8 concludes with a brief summary.
2. Abstract setting. Let  and  denote two Hilbert spaces with inner products  
and    , respectively, and   denote the duality pairing between  ,  and their dual
spaces  ,  respectively. Let
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be given data functions. We consider the optimization problem:
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By introducing a Lagrange multiplier ON3P this constrained optimization problem is transformed into the unconstrained problem of finding the saddle-point H<,OQ53RMS of the
Lagrangian functional
T
(2.4)

+*E-JL,AU>E+*V.W)$&+*E-JLXF2Y8ZKJLZ[

Using standard calculus of variations techniques we obtain the saddle-point problem:
9\\

(2.5)

find

:
\

;\


H<,OQ03=G#

such that

@<K*.VW$&@*E]OI^A_H6I-*.a`I*N3b
$&@<KJL

A_Y8ZKJLc`ZJ73#b

1 We call attention to the non-standard use of the term “regularization” in the paper. Typically, regularization
refers to a process wherein an ill-posed problem is replaced by a well-posed problem. Here, regularization denotes a
technique to replace one well-posed problem by another well-posed problem that is “easier” to solve.
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that expresses a first-order optimality condition for (2.4). Using the operators defG FZg
and hi) FQj  defined by
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and

H<,-*.
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the saddle-point problem (2.5) is recast as
m
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To discuss well-posedeness of (2.5) or (2.6) we need the kernel space
p

(2.7)
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In his seminal paper [9] Brezzi developed conditions for the unique and stable solution of
(2.5) in terms of the two bilinear forms.
T HEOREM 2.1. The saddle-point problem (2.5) defines an isomorphism x)"   
p
if and only if    is coercive on the kernel , i.e.,
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If 8At1 , (2.3) is equivalent to the reduced problem
(2.10)

find <43

p

that minimizes

This minimizer solves the variational equation: find <43
(2.11)



@<K*.,A_H6I-*.a`Z*S3

>E@*.Z[
p

such that
p
[

According to (2.8), Theorem 2.1, this problem has a unique solution.
3. Examples. Stokes equations and the Darcy equations are examples of PDEs associated with constrained minimization principles. We briefly examine how they fit in the abstract
setting of Section 2 and discuss
some of their differences. To describe the two problems,
we
T
T
D
assume that  is a bounded open domain in !E , 4A
- with Lipschitz continuous boundary  . We recall the space ~ y of all square integrable functions and its subspace ~ Hy
of zero mean functions. We will also need the space H   Hy of all square integrable vector
functions < that vanish on  and whose first derivatives are also square integrable. Lastly, we
recall the space H div  of all square integrable vector fields < with square integrable divergence and whose normal components vanish on  . Because our focus is on finite element
methods, we assume that  is a partition of  into finite elements . In two dimensions
can be triangles or quadrilaterals, in three dimensions the elements are tetrahedra, hexahedra,
prisms or pyramids. Finite element spaces are defined by combining local polynomial spaces
defined on each element.
The so-called nodal or Lagrangian finite elements are subspaces of

piecewise polynomial functions. Other finite element spaces provide
  y and contain ¡
only normal continuity across element faces and form subspaces of ¢ div  . For more
details about these spaces and their construction we refer the reader to [12, 23].
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3.1. Stokes equations. We consider the constrained optimization problem
9\

(3.1)
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problem (3.1) is of the form (2.3). The null-space (2.7) is givenT by the subspace
p

H 

A¬qr*N3

~ yv

ysK$&@*EKJLA1®`IJS3

of weakly solenoidal vector fields in H  Hy . A classical result [9, 23] shows that (2.9) holds
for the Stokes problem. The bilinear form  K¯r  is coercive on H   y0 H  Hy and so (2.8)
is trivially satisfied.
If solutions @<]OI of the optimality system (2.5) are sufficiently smooth, integration by
parts can be used to show that @<]OI satisfy the Stokes equations
m

Fn°5<(W

(3.2)

O
§

r<
§

Al6

in 

At1

in 

augmented with the boundary condition <±A²1 on ³Z . With the obvious identifications
and h  A § these equations provide the operator form (2.6) of the
d´AjFn° , hµAjF §
saddle-point problem. For the Stokes equations < is the velocity field and the Lagrange
multiplier O turns out to be the pressure.
3.2. Darcy problem. We consider the constrained optimization problem
9\
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The null-space of the Darcy problem is given by
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and is a proper subspace of    div  . Again, classical results [12] show that both (2.8)
and (2.9) hold for    and $&K¯¶ .
If solutions H<,OQ of the associated optimality system (2.5) are sufficiently smooth then
@<]OI satisfy the Darcy equations
m

(3.4)
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§

§
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augmented with the boundary condition <N¸Ai1 on ³¹ . With the identifications dºAº» ,
h_A¬F §
and h  A § these equations take the operator form (2.6). For the Darcy equations
< is the velocity and O is the pressure.
The bilinear form $&K¯r  and associated operators h and h  are the same for the Stokes
and Darcy problems. However, the form   T  is fundamentally different for the two problems. For the Stokes problem this form defines an inner product on H   Hyb H  Hy , while
for the Darcy equations    is merely the ~ y inner product. As a result, for the Stokes
p
equations,    is coercive on all of  , including the subspace . In contrast, for the Darcy
p
problem coercivity of  K¯r  is restricted to the null-space .
4. Approximation of saddle-point problems. This section briefly reviews the algebraic interpretation associated with the abstract saddle-point problem (2.5). The reader is
referred to [12, pp.73–80], and [10, 11, 20, 26] for further information on an algebraic treatment.
The saddle-point problem (2.5) and the reduced equation (2.11) are completely equivalent. However, their numerical approximation leads to methods that are not equivalent. Moreover, deriving a conforming approximation of the nullspace (2.7) is difficult, which leaves the
saddle-point problem (2.5) as the preferred setting for the constrained minimization.
To discretize (2.5) we need finite dimensional subspaces  7¼  and  P¼  , parameterized by  . For the examples of interest to us (see Section 3)   and   will be finite
element spaces and  is some measure of the element size. The discrete version of (2.5) is:
9\\

(4.1)

find

:
\

;\


H<XOQ3=L½#.

such that

@<Xf-*L'.W$&@*LQ]OI'¾A_H6I-*L'a`Z*L3=L
$&H<VKJL

A_Y8ZKJLc`IJL35.

In finite elements this formulation is known as the mixed Galerkin method, and gives rise to
a parameterized family of linear algebraic equations
¿xÀ

(4.2)

¿

ÂÁÃ
Á

1ÅÄ

¿

<V
OI{Ä

© 

A
Æ

Ä

where, with some abuse of notation, <? and OI are used to denote the coefficients of the finite
element functions <? and OI in terms of bases of . and . . The discrete data functions © 
and Æ  are the representations of the functions 6 and 8 . The linear system (4.2) is the first¯ discrete optimization problem
order necessary condition for the
(4.3)

9
: ;GÇ

ÈÉÊ

 @Ë  

def

A®D B Ë Ã

À

subject to Á½ËLkA

FSË Ã ©Ì

 Ë 
Æ

[



This problem is an equality constrained quadratic program (QP) [33, p.444], and the matrix
in (4.2) is called the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) matrix. Therefore, approximation of the
constrained optimization problem (4.3) gives rise to a sequence of equality constrained QPs
parameterized by the mesh size  .
4.1. Well-posedeness of parameterized QPs. For every RÍ1 the KKT, or saddlepoint, matrix is nonsingular provided the following
two conditions [33, p.445] are met:
À
1. The reduced Hessian matrix ÎÃ ¦Î, , where the columns of Î are a
basis for ÏÐrÑr@Á½ , is positive definite,
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2. The matrix Á has full row rank.
However, when dealing with families of QPs that approximate (2.3) these two conditions are
not enough to ensure convergence to the exact solution of (2.3). The reason is that solvability
of (4.2) for a fixed value of  does not imply that solutions remain well-behaved, e.g., depend
continuously on the data, when ("1 . Consequently, the key to developing a useful stability
criterion for (4.2) is to treat this problem as an instance of the abstract system (2.6) rather
than as a linear system of algebraic equations. Then, the well-posedeness of (4.2) is subject
to the conditions in Section 2, including Theorem 2.1, restricted to . and . . To obtain
these conditions in terms of matrices we note that
p

A¬qr* 


35 

sK$&@*  O  EAt1®`¹O 

is the null-space of Á  and so is spanned by the columns of
and positive definite matrices Ò  and Ó  , such that
(4.4)

and

AG* Ã Ò*L

|*LI|}~

|}JL| ~

respectively. In terms of these matrices, continuity of 
(4.5)
(4.6)

* Ã

À

3(  v,

. There also exist symmetric
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AJ Ã Ó.JLw

and $&
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implies
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×H< Ã Ò<XØ -Ù ~

where ÕIÖ and ÕIÚ are positive real constants independent of  . Coercivity on the kernel condition (2.8) specializes to
(4.7)

* Ã

À

 * 
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* Ã Ò

 * 
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3
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while the inf-sup condition
(2.9) can be expressed as

(4.8)

É  É -Éf
  É

JÃ Á
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 * 

 * ¦Ø KÙ ~ × J Ã Ó  J Ø KÙ ~
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Ü ÔR  as PÞ1 . We remark that  Ü is a lower bound on the
where 1ÛÝzt
and 1Û G
Ü ÔRz
smallest generalized singular value of Á (see [12, pp.76–77]).
Let us compare (4.7) and (4.8) with the two conditions implying that the KKT matrix is
p
nonsingular. Because *  3
 if and only if there exists ß such that *  AiÎ  ß , condition
(4.7) can be restated as

(4.9)

Î  ß. Ã

À

 Î  ß4/{z



ÌÎ  ß. Ã Ò

 Î  ß

`Iß[

While this condition implies the first condition for the nonsingularity of the KKT matrix,
(4.9) is clearly more
restrictive and is equivalent to requirement that the smallest eigenvalue
À
of the pencil ÌÎ,Ã
¦Î,Î,Ã ÒÎ remains bounded away from zero independently of  .
Similarly, the second condition for the nonsingularity of the KKT matrix follows from (4.8),
but does not imply (4.8) that requires the smallest generalized singular value of Áx to be
bounded away from zero independently of  .
4.2. Difficulties of parameterized QPs. Designing a pair of finite dimensional subspaces @.K.' so that the restriction of (2.3) gives rise to an invertible KKT, or saddle point,
matrix for a fixed value of  is not difficult. Considerably more difficult is to find a sequence of subspaces H.Q .Kà  such that restriction of (2.3) to these spaces gives rise to a
uniformly invertible saddle point matrix (satisfies the stability conditions (4.5)–(4.8)).
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Clearly, (4.5) and (4.6) are implied by the continuity of the bilinear forms in (2.1) and the
inclusions  P¼  and  7¼  , i.e., conformity is sufficient for continuity. Unfortunately,
conformity is not sufficient for (4.7) and (4.8) and so these two conditions do not follow from
(2.8) and (2.9) and the inclusions V ¼  and . ¼  . First, even if these inclusions hold,
p
p
the null space  is not necessarily a subspace of and so (4.7) does not follow from (2.8).
Second, because V ¼  , the inf-sup condition (2.9) implies that for every OZ#3ª. there is
a *,OQ3= such that
$&+*HOI}]OI¦/)|rOQI|X[

However, existence of *,HO   is only guaranteed in the infinite dimensional space  , while
for (4.8) to hold, *,HO   must belong to   .
There exist simple tests that can rule out some poor choices
of   andÀ   . For example,
p
if Á½ is full rank and has more rows than columns, then oA¬q·1fv and so  is not positive
definite on the nullspace of Á . Calculating the dimension of Á is the basis of the popular
“counting test” in the engineering literature. The problem with this and other similar tests is
that they cannot be used to show that (4.7)-(4.8) hold with mesh-independent z Ü and  Ü . When
z Ü and  Ü are mesh-dependent, the saddle point matrix may be invertible, but the quality of the
solution sequence as #"1 may degenerate.
Let us examine how the difference between the Stokes and Darcy equations impacts
construction of well-posed parameterized QPs for these equations. Recall that for the Stokes
equations    is coercive on  . The single most-important consequence of this fact is
that the first discrete condition (4.7) is satisfied whenever  ¢¼  , or equivalently, by the
conformity of   . Therefore, the choice of stable conforming pairs @     for the Stokes
equations is subject only to the discrete inf-sup condition (4.8). This and the fact that (3.2) is
one of the studied settings for the mixed Galerkin method, is the reason why the first condition
in Theorem 2.1 is often overlooked.
p
For the Darcy problem  K¯r  is not coercive on  but only on the proper subspace . As
a result, for this problem the discrete condition (4.7) is not implied by the inclusion V ¼  .
Therefore, the choice of conforming pairs @XfK. for (3.4) is subject to both discrete conditions (4.7) and (4.8). One practical consequence is that stable pairs for the Stokes equations
are unstable for the Darcy problem, while stable pairs [13, 31] for the latter are not conforming for the former. For instance, stable discretization for the Darcy equations can be obtained
using the lowest order Raviart-Thomas spaces [12] ánâ  for . and piecewise constant approximation for V . However, áâ  contains piecewise polynomial functions that are only
continuous in the normal component and do not form a proper subspace of H  Hy —they
cannot be used in a conforming method for the Stokes equations.
In either case stable pairs H     cannot be obtained by using equal order finite element
spaces defined with respect to the same triangulation of   of  into finite elements. For
Flã
F Ê
example, the equal order ã
(piecewise linear spaces on simplices) and Ê
B
B
B
B
(bilinear or trilinear spaces on quads or hexes) pairs are unstable for both the Stokes and the
Darcy equations. See [24, 12] for more examples of stable and unstable spaces for Stokes and
Darcy flow.
5. Modification of saddle-point problems. The approximate numerical solution of the
constrained optimization problem (2.3) faces two main difficulties. To obtain a well-posed
parameterized QPs it is necessary to find finite dimensional pairs HXfK.' that satisfy the
restrictive stability conditions (4.7)-(4.8). These conditions may be difficult to verify [8].
Then, there are PDEs, such as mixed elasticity, where stable pairs have been found only
recently and only in 2D [2]. These stable elements also tend to have a rather complicated
nature. In the context of finite elements, compatibility with (4.7)-(4.8) requires the use of
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unequal order approximations and/or different grids. The attendant heterogeneity of the data
structures increases code complexity.
Provided stable pairs are available, we still face the task of solving a sequence saddle point linear systems (4.2). Because systems with millions of unknowns are common in
PDE discretizations, iterative solution methods are typically employed, however, indefinite
systems are still a challenge for iterative solvers. The stable mixed method may also need
special preconditioners [1]. We refer the reader to [5, 17] and the references listed therein for
further information.
The difficulties in obtaining uniformly invertible saddle point matrices and solving the
resulting linear set of equations has prompted numerous techniques that aim to circumvent
stability conditions, improve the efficiency of iterative methods used for the solution, or address both issues simultaneously. Without an exception, these techniques can be related to
modifications of either the constrained minimization problem (2.3) or the optimality system
(2.5). In this paper we refer to modifications that attempt to improve solver efficiency and
require spaces that are compatible with (4.7)-(4.8), as regularized methods. We reserve the
term stabilized methods for modifications that circumvent the two compatibility conditions
(4.7)-(4.8), allow the use of arbitrary discrete pairs @VQ . to derive the algebraic problems,
and retain asymptotic convergence to the solution of (2.5) as ("1 .
Regularization and stabilization often result in nearly identical saddle point matrices.
For this reason, our discussion always begins with a statement of the modified variational
problem and then proceeds to develop the associated algebraic system. For simplicity we
consider only homogeneous constraints. Having 84M
äA 1 will only change the right hand side
of the modified equations while the structure of the modified bilinear form, responsible for
its properties, will remain the same.
6. Regularized methods. We first discuss penalty methods followed by augmented Lagrangian methods.
6.1. Penalty. Penalty methods are among
the earliest examples of modified variational
T
formulations. A penalty formulation can be obtained by modifying the quadratic energy
functional >E+*. , the Lagrangian functional @*EKJL or by direct manipulation of the optimality system (2.5). In the first case the modified problem is to find the unconstrained minimizer
<Vå35 of the penalized energy functional
(6.1)

>'å@*.,A¬>E+*.VWMæD | h¤*| f
~ ç

When éè , the penalty term in (6.1) enforces the constraint without using a Lagrange
æ
multiplier. In practice, only finite values of can be used in a numerical computation and so
æ
a solution of (6.1) is subject to a ê½   penalty error.
æë
In the second case the modified problem is to find the saddle-point H<?å]OQårw3ªG5 of
the penalized Lagrangian
T
T
D

(6.2)

å +*,KJL,A

|}J,| ~

@*EKJLXF
æ

The penalty term in (6.2) improves the properties of the variational equation (2.5) and allows
us to eliminate the Lagrange multiplier from the optimality system.
In the last case, we seek solutions @<Xå]OQår03= of the modified first-order optimality
system
9

(6.3)

:;



@<K*VLW$+*EOQìA¬H6I-*.í`Z*P3=
$&H<,-JL

B O-JLî
A
æ

`IJP3(
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An important practical case is when  coincides with its dual   . Then, the three modified
problems (6.1)-(6.3) are equivalent in the sense that for a given value of they all have the
æ
same solution <Xå . To show this equivalence it suffices to demonstrate that the necessary
optimality conditions for (6.1) and (6.2) are given by (6.3). This equivalence is obvious for
(6.2) and so we proceed with (6.1). Let <Vå3 denote the solution of
(6.4)



@< å K*VLW

Hhk< å ]h¤*.,A_H6I-*.a`Z*S3ª
æ

that is a necessary optimality condition for (6.1). Let
and so,
HO å -JL 

OQå½A

ho<.å
æ

. By assumption

OQå534

A_@ho< å KJLEAl$&@< å -JLa`IJP3(7[

This equation and (6.4) with ho<.å substituted by OIå give the modified problem (6.3).
æ
Discretization of the penalized Lagrangian (6.2) and the modified optimality system (6.3)
by the same pair of spaces @VfK.' give the same parameterized modified saddle point system
À
¿

(6.5)

¿

ÁoÃ


Á
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 ÓL¢Ä

æ ë

¿

< 
A
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where Ó. is the symmetric and positive definite matrix from (4.4). As a result,
eliminated from (6.5) to obtain the reduced parameterized system
(6.6)
is

À
×

bW
æ

Á

Ã Ó   Á½ Ø <XkA
ë

Discretization of (6.1) requires only a space 

(6.7)

À


W



for <

¦<XkA

æð

OI

can be



© w[

. The parameterized linear system

© w

where  is a symmetric semi-definite matrix obtained in the usual manner from the second
ð
äA
ÁÃ Ó   Á  and so (6.7) and (6.6) are not equivalent, even
term in (6.4). In general,  i
ë
ð
though their continuous prototypes are. This lack of equivalence can be explained by comparing the order of the discretization and elimination steps in the two problems. The system
(6.6) is obtained by discretization of the saddle-point problem (6.3) followed by elimination
of the discrete Lagrange multiplier O¹ . In contrast, (6.7) is a discretization of (6.1) that can
be obtained from (6.3) by elimination of the Lagrange multiplier O , i.e., in this problem the
elimination step precedes the discretization step. Changing the order of discretization and
elimination leads to different discrete problems with distinct solutions.
Finally, let us discuss well-posedeness of (6.5)-(6.7). For large values of the penalty
parameter the system (6.5) approaches the unmodified KKT problem (4.2). As a result,
æ
despite the presence of the symmetric positive definite matrix Ó? , stability of (6.5) and (6.6)
remains subject to (4.7)-(4.8). Because (6.7) is defined by a single discrete space, it seems
logical to expect that this problem will be well-posed regardless of   . Unfortunately, this is
not true because the penalty term defines an implicit discrete Lagrange multiplier. Indeed, if
 is positive definite, (6.7) can be converted to
ð

(6.8)

¿

À
Áñ 

¿

Áo
ñ Ã

F

æ ë

ò 

Ä

< 
OI{Ä

A

¿

©î
1óÄ

where we assume the existence of a Á½
ñ  such that Á
ñ Ã Á½
ñ #A
 and OI#A
Á
ñ '<V is a disð
æ
crete Lagrange multiplier. Therefore, (6.7) remains associated with a parameterized saddle
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point matrix in which the space   [30] is implicitly defined from   by   A Á ñ    . Consequently, stability of (6.8), and by extension, of (6.7) is contingent upon the compatibilityp of
L and the implicit Lagrange multiplier space V . In some extreme cases the nullspace 
implied by the implicit space V can be empty, causing the finite element method to lock. A
classical example of locking is when (6.1) is used to solve the Stokes equations by piecewise
linear elements. Then, for large penalty, the piecewise linear minimizer of (6.1) is identically
zero. To eliminate locking and achieve compatibility, the penalty term in (6.1) is evaluated
using a reduced integration order; see [18, 29, 35]. To minimize the attendant penalty error,
penalty methods can be applied in an iterative manner [25].
In summary, our discussion shows that modifications in (6.1)-(6.3) cannot be used to
circumvent the stability conditions—in all forms the penalty approach does not lead to stabilized formulations. A proper interpretation of a penalty method is as a solution technique for
the parameterized saddle point system (4.2) that allows us to eliminate the Lagrange multiplier and to replace the indefinite saddle point matrix with a symmetric and positive definite
matrix.
6.2. Augmented Lagrangian methods. The principal drawback of penalty methods are
the contradictory demands on placed by accuracy and efficiency requirements, respectively.
æ
On one hand, must be large enough so that the penalty error is comparable to the discretizaæ
tion error. On the other hand, must be small enough so that (6.6) has a smaller condition
æ
number.
Augmented Lagrangian methods [19] are an alternative modification technique that combines the features of (6.1) and (6.2). Like (6.2) they penalize the Lagrangian but use the same
penalty term as in (6.1). The modified problem is to find the saddle-point H<?å]OQår3=Lnô.
of the following Lagrangian: T
T
(6.9)

å'+*E-JL,A

æD |}hk*|}~ ç [

+*E-JLLW

The optimality system of (6.9) is
m


(6.10)
where  ñ H<,-*.0A
subspaces  ½¼

$@< å KJL





H<,-*.XW

and 

æ

x¼
¿

(6.11)

ñ H<.åK*.LW)$&@*E]OQå·¾A_H6I-*.a`Z*S3=

À

At1

`ZJ73#

. Discretization of (6.3) is accomplished by a pair of
. The resulting discrete problem

Hhk<-h¤*V



W
Á

æð



ÁÃ
1ÅÄ

¿

< 
OI{Ä

A

¿

©î
1ïÄ

is a modification of the parameterized saddle point system (4.2). In contrast to (6.5), the
modification now affects the first equation in (4.2), where the (1,1) block is replaced by the
same matrix as in (6.7), and leaves the second equation unchanged. As a result, solutions of
(6.11) satisfy the discrete constraint equation and are not subject to a penalty error. Consequently, large values of are unnecessary for accuracy and the value of this parameter can be
æ
optimized for solver efficiency. Stability of (6.11) remains subject of the two conditions (4.7)
and (4.8) and so (6.11) is not a stabilized method.
Compared with the penalty formulations, augmented Lagrangian methods
improve the
À
efficiency of iterative solvers by decreasing the condition number of the kW
 block.
p
æð
ThisÀ is of particular interest for problems where    is coercive strictly on the kernel
but  is not invertible. The drawback is that (6.11) is an indefinite linear system and the
Lagrange multiplier cannot be eliminated.
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As a final remark, we note that all methods considered in this section can be obtained
from a modification of an optimization problem. Thus, they retain the symmetry of the original unmodified equations.
7. Stabilized methods. To discuss stabilized methods we rewrite the unmodified optimality system (2.5) as
(7.1)
Ê

 q·<]Ov'}q·*EKJXv&EAGõ qr*E-JXvö

where
Ê

îqö<,O¹v}q·*EKJXv&EA



and

@<K*.VW$+*EOQLW)$&H<,-JL

õ qr*E-JXvöEA¬6IK*.¹[

The goal of stabilization is to replace (7.1) by a modified problem
(7.2)

Êk÷

 q·<]Ov' qr*E-JXvö?Aõ ÷

îq·*EKJXv&

that is weakly coercive over a wider range of discrete spaces than (7.1) and gives rise to a
sequence of problems whose solutions converge to a solution of (7.1). Specifically, we seek
formulations such that
(7.3)
ø

Ê

(7.4)
ø¯ý

Ê¤÷

É&ù É·-úÌf   Éû  É

É&ù þöÉ·-úÌf   Éû  É

÷

îqö<  ]O  v'}q·*  -J  v&
|&qr*L-JLv|} É'û  É
îqö<V]OIfv'}q·*Lf-JLv&
|öqö<  ]O  v¦|  É'û  É

/¢üE|öqö<  ]O  v|  É¦û  É ¦`Vq·<  ]O  v3= 

( 

)1`.qr*LKJLv¤35.#.

with üS1 independent of  , for pairs H     that are not subject to (4.7)-(4.8). There are
two basic approaches that lead to such modified equations. The first is based on the observation that (7.3)-(7.4) can be achieved by adding a properly weighted term h  J to the bilinear
form Ê . The second approach uses projection operators acting on the discrete Lagrange multiplier space. These operators are seen as filters that remove unwanted discrete modes from
. .
If ÿª is the matrix obtained from the modified bilinear form, and S=A±+ÒSÓ. is the
matrix that generates the norm on V ½#. , then (7.3) is equivalent to
ßLÃ.ÿªË



È 
-f

ß Ã

 Ë

/¢ü721y[

Therefore, algebraically, weak coercivity is equivalent [4] to having the smallest generalized
singular value of ÿ  bounded away from zero independently of  .
7.1. Residual stabilization. Given an arbitrary pair
is the function





+*E-JLA

dw*#Wh
h¤*

 J5FN6



+*E-JL037

the residual of (2.6)

3  #  [

Residual stabilization takes advantage of the fact that the term h  J can be introduced through

the residual in a consistent manner. Indeed, if @<]OI is a solution of (2.6), then H<,OQ,At1 ,
and any terms that were added to (2.5) will vanish. As a result, H<,OQ will also be a solution
of (7.2). Such consistency is the chief appeal of residual stabilization because a definition of
high-order stabilized methods is automatic.
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One approach to residual stabilization is to use a least-squares form of the residual in the
Lagrangian functional. In this case we have a choice of the full least-squares modification


T

(7.5)

T

+*E-JL,A

D  | dw*(Wh

+*E-JLXF

D ~ |}hk*| ~ ç

 J#F46?| ~ ç W

or the partial least-squares modification

 
T

(7.6)

T

@*EKJLA

+*E-JLXF

D  |}db*#W¢h

 J#F46?|}~ ç

where and are real stabilization parameters. The augmented Lagrangian functional (6.9)
~

uses the second component of the residual and so is another variant of the partial least-squares
modification. However, this term lacks the critical operator h  J needed for (7.3)-(7.4).
The residual terms in (7.5)-(7.6) change (7.1) to a problem (7.2) with
õ ÷

îqr*,KJXvöAGõîq·*EKJXv&XF


 JL

6I-dw*W¢h

and
 q·<]Ov' qr*E-JXvöEA

Ê¤÷

m
Ê



îqö<,O¹v}q·*EKJXv&VF


Hdb<=W¢h

 OL-db*5Wh

 JLXF

Hdb<=W¢h

 OL-db*5Wh

 JL

@ho<,]h¤*.
~

for (7.5)
for (7.6)

A second approach to residual stabilization is to derive the modified variational equation
(7.2) directly by adding weighted residual terms to (2.5):
Ê¤÷

îqö<,O¹v}qr*,KJXvöEA
Ê

õ ÷

 q·<]Ov' qr*E-JXvöVF


Hdb<5Wh



 OL i qr*E-JXvöK.W



~



@ho<, x qr*E-JXvöK¹«

 qr*E-JXvöEAtõîq·*EKJXv&XF{6I i qr*E-JXvöK¹[

The type of stabilized formulation depends on the weight operators  and  . The second operator is often set to zero and methods are defined by a choice of  . Following the taxonomy
introduced in [4], three important cases are
9\

i qr*E-JXvöEA

(7.7)

:;
\

dw*#Wh

J

Least-squares (LS)

Fwdw*#Wh

J

Reflected least-squares (RLS)

h

J

Simplified least-squares (SLS) [

The least-squares weight operator gives the same formulation as (7.6). The other two weight
operators result in variational equations that cannot be derived from optimization problems,
or in other words are not first-order optimality conditions of some Lagrangian. As a result,
the symmetry of the original variational problem is lost under such modifications. If (7.3)(7.4) hold for all values of and/or , the stabilized form is called absolutely stable. If this
~

form is weakly coercive for a range of stabilizing parameters, the form is called conditionally
stable.
The main challenge in the implementation of residual stabilization is the term Hdb<NW
h  OLiîq·*EKJXv& . For the Stokes problem   is the dual space 
A
 Hy and so H<,-*.

ë
ë <W
KKFn°  <,-*.  . Hence the computation of the consistent residual stabilization term KFn°5
ë
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impractical
§ Oiîqr*,KJXvö-
 and is often replaced by a sum of weighted



puted element byë element:



(7.8)

KFn°5<  W
£
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norms com~



O   i qr*  KJ  vö ¨ ¤
§

T

A ~ for some positive real  . The use
is stabilization parameter. Typically
where
of a broken ~ norm in (7.8) is required because standard finite element functions are not
continuously differentiable and Fn° cannot be applied globally in  . The first choice in (7.7)
leads to the original Galerkin Least-Squares [27] method. The last choice is the so-called
Pressure-Poisson stabilized Galerkin method [28]. These two methods are conditionally stable [21] because (7.3)-(7.4) hold for 1½ÛkÔ! , where " is a positive real number that
may depend on the shape of  , the Poincare inequality constant and the inverse inequality
constant. The range of  in these methods is limited by the need to balance terms that provide
stability with terms that fulfill the consistency requirement. The second choice in (7.7) gives
the absolutely stable Douglas-Wang stabilized Galerkin method [16]. For a further discussion
and taxonomy of these methods and their extensions to linear elasticity we refer the reader to
[21, 4, 22] respectively.

that is meaningful for
 We remark that Fn° may be replaced with a discrete operator Fn°
¡
finite element functions [7]. The resulting method is slightly inconsistent in the sense that
the modified residual term does not vanish for the exact solution. However, the inconsistency
is within the approximation order and so convergence does not suffer.
Residual stabilization of the Darcy problem does not experience
this kind of problems
T
because the relevant residual <5W § O does not involve second order derivatives. As a result,
the stabilizing term can be implemented using a standard ~ inner product. A stabilized
method that uses the least-squares form of the weight function (7.7) was developed in [32].
An interesting feature of this method is the mesh-independence of the stabilizing parameter
D
that is set to
.

B$#
Let us examine the structure of parameterized linear systems obtained by residual stabilization. Restriction of (7.2) to a pair @.fK.¦ of discrete spaces gives rise to the parameterized linear system
À

mª¿

(7.9)
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The first block matrix on the left-hand side is generated by the unmodified bilinear form in
(2.5). The terms that were added through the residual contribute the second, stabilizing matrix
and a consistency term to the right hand side. The matrices %x and ' are obtained from
@h  OI-dw*L¦ and @h  OQ-h  J
 , respectively. The other two blocks in the stabilizing matrix

are given by
9\\
\\
À

:

F

ñ kA

F
\\

\;\

+*
 *
+*

for (7.5)
9\



for (7.6)

:;



for RLS

W




W
1

~ ð



for SLS

«xÁ½
ñ kA

\

F

%oÃ

W


1



%oÃ

for (7.5) and (7.6)
for RLS
for SLS

where  is a matrix generated by @db<?Q-db*L¦ .
*
The stabilizing effect is achieved by the (2,2) term of the second matrix in (7.9). The rest
of the terms in this matrix are needed to fulfill the consistency of the method and may have a
destabilizing effect. The role of the two parameters and is to prevent destabilization by
~

balancing stabilization and consistency terms.
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7.2. Non-residual stabilization. Non-residual stabilization relies upon specific features
of the problem solved. As a result, non-residual stabilization does not lend itself so easily to
a formal discussion and categorization. Nevertheless, there are some common features that
we briefly discuss before moving onto specific examples.
A typical non-residual stabilization method modifies (7.1) to a problem where the right
hand side functional is unchanged, while the bilinear form Ê K¯r  is replaced by
(7.10)

Ê¤÷

 q·<]Ov'}q·*EKJXv&?A

-,

",

 q·<]Ov' qr*E-JXvö.F{ 'OL JLK
Ê

where , is a discrete stabilizing operator. As a rule, this operator acts on the discrete
Lagrange multiplier space V and has a non-trivial kernel. Compared with (7.9) the linear
system associated with (7.10) is much simpler
m7¿

(7.11)

À

Á½

¿

ÁoÃ
1éÄ

W

¿
1

1

1
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.)

F 5Ä

< 
OQ2Ä

A

¿
6

1GÄ

and retains the symmetry of the original problem. The matrix in (7.11) has the exact same
structure as the matrix (6.5) in the penalty method. The key difference is that 'ª is symmetric
and semi-definite, which prevents the elimination of the Lagrange multiplier from (7.10) and
so (7.11) is not a penalty method. A second, more important difference is that the operator
, is such that the form (7.10) satisfies (7.3)-(7.4) with pairs HL . that are not stable for
the penalty method. A general rule of a thumb to achieve stabilization in (7.11) is to design
,  in such a way that ker /,  10  ñ  äA 2 for some  ñ x¼  that forms a stable pair with   .
As a result, the stabilization term in (7.11) “sees” only the unstable component of O  . Thus,
,  acts as a filter rather than a penalty term.
Let us examine some of the non-residual stabilization methods for the Stokes equations
T
(3.2) and the Darcy problem (3.4). The pressure gradient projection method [6] relaxes the
incompressibility constraint by the difference between the pressure gradient and its ~ projection onto the velocity space V . For this method, the last term in (7.10) is given by
T

zKHãlFN»¦ §

OQQ·@ãUFS»¦ §

JL 

where ã is the ~ projection L ~ y5®L . This method is motivated by fractional step
solution techniques
[6] for transient incompressible flows. Because the gradient is projected

onto the ¡
velocity space, computation of the stabilization term is a global problem. In
practice the method is implemented by introducing the projected gradient
as a new dependent
T
variable in the mixed form.

The polynomial pressure projection method of [15] also uses an ~ projection. However,
the projected variable is the pressure, and the projection operator ã is onto a local polynomial
space 3(HP . This operator maps the pressure space   into a discontinuous space 4 3(@S .
The stabilizing term for this method is given by
z-@ãRFN»-O  rHãlFN»¦îJ   

and can be computed locally in an element by element fashion. Another attractive property
of this stabilization is the possibility to extend it to discontinuous pressure spaces and to the
Darcy problem.
Two non-residual stabilized formulations designed specifically for low order finite elements with discontinuous pressure spaces X are the global pressure jump and the local
pressure jump [37, 36] stabilization methods. Let V denote the set of all internal edges in a
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F IG . 8.1. A schematic connection between penalty, augmented Lagrangian and residual modifications of
saddle-point problems.

finite element partition  of  and let 5 OI76 denote the jump of a function OZ3#. across an
edge 8 . In the first method, the stabilizing
 term is given by
zV

£ 5 O  ;6 5 J  6 ¨[
9]7:'É 9

To define the second method, suppose that the elements in   can be arranged in nonoverlapping patches = < with approximately the same number of elements. The stabilizing
term for the local pressure jump stabilization
?>A@  @ method is given by
zX
É

9]7:

£
É

9 5 OQ76;5 JL76 ¨

where A< is the set of all internal edges in patch B < . In this method jumps are integrated only
on those edges from V that are internal to a patch C < . As a result, the stabilized formulation
enforces local conservation on each patch.
8. Conclusions. Finite element solution of PDEs associated with constrained minimization problems leads to parameterized saddle point systems of equations. The well-posedeness
of the associated sequence of the saddle point matrices is subject to the discrete compatibility conditions (4.7)-(4.8). These conditions guarantee that discrete solutions converge to the
exact solution as the mesh size  approaches zero. Penalty and augmented Lagrangian modifications are regularization methods that lead to saddle point systems of equations that are more
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amenable to preconditioned iterative solvers but do not eliminate the stringent compatibility
conditions on the discrete spaces. Residual and non-residual stabilization are modifications
that circumvent the stability conditions and allow definition of a well-posed parameterized
family of algebraic equations by a wider range of discrete spaces. Different types of modifications can be obtained using the same terms and may be related to equivalent variational
problems at the continuum level. Several important cases are illustrated in Figure 8.1. However, modification and discretization steps do not commute and the resulting method will
depend upon the order of these steps. In other words, modifications to the discrete saddlepoint system lead to problems that are different from those obtained by the discretization of
the modified variational equations.
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